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INTRODUCTION

We are excited to announce our new name - Arrested 

Industries - and will continue to provide the same high-

quality productions, development  and distribution 

services.  

Despite the ongoing challenges we’ve all been faced 

with over the last year, we are delighted to  bring you 

our exciting line up for Autumn 2021. As you might have 

come to expect from Arrested Industries, all our new 

content is from fresh, diverse and exciting new voices 

that have something to say. 

We are thrilled to have partnered with Multichoice  

and will be the exclusive home for both M-Net and 

Showmax scripted originals moving forward - 

headlining our MIPCOM slate this year are the first titles 

born of this collaboration.  

We’re excited to be showcasing the best of South 

African drama, watch this space for more exciting 

releases in 2022! 

Our team looks forward to hearing from you. 

2021 MIPCOM SLATE
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The most sensational crime syndicate/cult South Africa has ever seen. 

The ‘Over-comers through Christ’ killed 11 people, all on behalf of ‘puppet 

master’ Cecilia Steyn. 

On the outskirts of Johannesburg, among the mine dumps of a once-

promising gold rush, eleven brutal murders take place in two separate 

killing sprees, four years apart. 

The investigation takes police into the darkest corners of this 

conservative town, where they discover a fringe religious community, 

and even darker still, a murderous cult.

DEVILS DORP
TRUE CRIME DOCUMENTARY

FORMAT:  
4x60’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
IDEA CANDY /  
SHOWMAX

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/devils-dorp/


©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

This reality documentary series follows the emotional journey of 16 

diverse undergraduate Georgetown University students as they morph 

into social justice warriors. Over the course of the semester, these 

students re-investigate five potential wrongful conviction cases with the 

goal of obtaining the Holy Grail - getting someone out of prison.  

From the first day of class, led by a former exoneree, the students are in 

the field digging for new evidence, new witnesses and hunting the real 

killers. These kids are battling the system, questioning law enforcement, 

prosecutors and District Attorneys. Their investigations shine a blinding 

light on the deep roots of corruption in the US judicial system.   

This isn’t just a class, this is about people’s lives and the clock is ticking… 

the inmates have exhausted all of their legal resources and the students 

are their last hope at freedom.  

Will these students be able to find the evidence they need to set 

someone free?

MAKING AN 
EXONEREE

FORMAT:  
COMMISSION 6x60’    
ACQUISITIONS 3x60’  

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
STRONG ISLAND FILMS

DOCUMENTARY

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/making-an-exoneree/


Prue Leith has been a household name since the 70s. And for many she 

is the quintessential English woman. Yet, 45 years ago she made, what 

was for the time, the radical decision to adopt a Cambodian baby, Li-Da.  

Prue gave Li-Da an idyllic English upbringing at her Cotswolds home 

and, by her own admission, rarely questioned whether she could have 

helped Li-Da connect more with her Cambodian roots. Now in this 

intimate and revealing film Prue and Li-Da travel to Cambodia to search 

for her biological family. Social media and DNA testing are allowing 

thousands of children who, like Li-Da, were evacuated just before Pol 

Pot’s genocide, to reconnect with lost relatives.  

For Prue, as she approaches 80, there may not be many more chances  

to make this journey. And for Li-Da this is her chance to help Prue 

understand why it’s so important to explore her heritage.  

What neither of them can predict is how they will react should they find 

what they are looking for.

JOURNEY WITH MY 
DAUGHTER -  
PRUE LEITH

FORMAT:  
1x60’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
BRIGHT BUTTON

DOCUMENTARY

©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/journey-with-my-daughter/
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For much of Britain, hair is just hair. Something to be styled, cut, combed 

and celebrated. Nothing more; nothing less.  

But, for black people, afro hair has always been charged with social and 

racial significance - collecting as many comments as it has hands 

wanting to touch it. 

HAIR POWER: 
ME AND MY AFRO

D O C U M E N T A R Y

FORMAT:  
1x60’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
PULSE F ILMS

N E W  R E L E A S E

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/hair-power-me-and-my-afro-black-hair/


©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

Writer, Producer, and unflinching provocateur Reza Aslan has never 

been afraid to dig deep into the topics that matter. Rough Draft with 

Reza Aslan allows him to do just that - facilitate conversation with some 

of today's most celebrated contemporary writers. 

From novelists to screenwriters to musicians, Reza is peeking beneath 

the veil for an in-depth look at their creative processes. As a best-selling 

author himself, Reza believes a writer’s work is never really finished, and 

wants to further explore the writer’s journey from a variety of 

perspectives. The 8-part series adheres to a simple setup: two chairs, 

cocktails, an engaged live audience, and a no-holds-barred discussion 

about the art of storytelling.

ROUGH DRAFT WITH 
REZA ASLAN

TALK SHOW / DISCUSSION SERIES

FORMAT:  
8x50’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
TOPIC

Guests include: Ramy Youssef, Christopher Markus & Stephen McFeely,  
Viet Thanh Nguyen, Gloria Calderon Kellet & Tanya Daracho, Vic Mensa,  
Steven Canels, Melissa Rosenberg, Robin Coste Lewis.

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/rough-draft-with-reza-aslan/


©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

A timely mash-up of original sketches, musical performances, animation 

and rare Second City footage. Featuring Second City alumni and famous 

friends and filmed from basements, bedrooms and bunkers from across 

the country.

THE LAST SHOW 
LEFT ON EARTH

COMEDY

FORMAT:  
4x30’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
TOPIC

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/the-last-show-on-earth/


©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

Few comedians embody the phrase “comedy is tragedy plus time” more 

than Maria Bamford. Using her platform to explore the realities of 

depression and anxiety, Maria is making mental health awareness more 

approachable than ever before. 

Whats Your Ailment?! follows Maria as she speaks candidly with fellow 

comedians and artists about their experiences with mental health, past 

or present. With guests ranging from Tig Notaro to Tom Arnold, no 

topic is off limits in this sit-down series. Maria wants to remove the 

stigma that comes with mental health, reshaping the conversation 

using relatable stories, compassion, and her trademark sense of humor.

WHAT’S YOUR 
AILMENT WITH 
MARIA BAMFORD

T A L K  S H O W

FORMAT:  
10x40’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
TOPIC

Guests include: Rachel Bloom, Tom Arnold, Jen Kirkman, Baron Vaughn,  
Tig Notaro, Elyn Saks, Andy Kindler, Aparna Nancherla, Steven Sultanoff,  
Jim Norton.

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/whats-your-ailment-with-maria-bamford/


©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

Mom vs Matchmaker sees celebrity matchmaker Carmelia Ray face off 

against a fierce and fiery mom in each episode, in a bid to see who can 

find the best date for the mom’s son or daughter.  

Highly competitive, the cupids make their choices from a pool of 

contenders and then put their candidates through a ‘woo camp’, 

training them on all the essentials to help romance to blossom - 

everything from wardrobe, to physical contact, culture and manners.  

The offspring then takes the matchmaker’s and their mom’s contenders 

on sizzling dates and reveals at the end which one most got sparks 

flying.

MOM VS 
MATCHMAKER

L I F E S T Y L E :  DAT I N G

FORMAT:  
40x30’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
GO BUTTON

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/mom-vs-matchmaker/


©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

This is high-energy show, follows Snakeman Nick Evans  as “freaked-out” 

folk discover snakes in their homes or gardens, and as always at ease 

Evans goes about his life’s passion in the rescue and conservation of 

snakes.  

While often in precarious situations, it’s “all in a day’s work” for Evans, 

with great entertainment for the viewer as he provides fascinating 

insights, (and yes, with the occasional jump-scare) into the important 

role that snakes play in the eco-system. 

SNAKEMAN
FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

FORMAT:  
16x30’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
PILLAY LAURENZ /  
PEOPLE’S WEATHER

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/snakeman/


©All rights reserved. V181021OMS

Professor Ryan Blumenthal has made it his life’s passion to study one of 

natures most prolific serial killers: Lightning. In the show he takes us 

through each case step by step, as well as, brings you stories from 

survivors and victims. 

LIGHTNING 
PATHOLOGIST 

FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

FORMAT:  
8x30’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
WALLA F ILMS /  
PEOPLE’S WEATHER

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/lightning-pathologist/


©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

The floral kingdom is often looked past by humans as primitive life 

form, often seen more as an item rather than a living creature.   

Leon Kluge Plant Safaris is about exploring the undiscovered characters 

of the floral kingdom that are often unknown to humans.  

Uncovering some of the unique South African species and their 

adaptations to their environment in their personal fight for survival. 

PLANT SAFARIS
FA C T U A L  E N T E R T A I N M E N T

FORMAT:  
8x30’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
PHONIX CAPTURE /  
PEOPLE’S WEATHER

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/plant-safaris/


©All rights reserved. V081021OMS

Unlike most skateboarders of his generation, UK skate legend Sean 

Goff is refusing to give up. Now well into his fifties, his skills may have 

diminished, but his love for adrenalin hasn’t. After skating as a pro in 

the ‘80s, he kept on competing, sticking two fingers up at the ageing 

process. Now, he’s been told that another injury could permanently 

disable him. Sean’s response? He enters Vert Attack - a dangerous 

aerial contest on a terrifying 12ft high ramp. Not being able to skate is 

scarier than not being able to walk. 

This feature length film with exclusive and unrestricted access to Sean, 

his family, friends, skateboarding legend Tony Hawk and unseen 8mm 

archive is the story of one man’s determination to keep doing what 

makes him happy, even if it means risking everything. It’s a meditation 

on getting old and ‘raging against the dying of the light’ through the 

lens of the skateboarding explosion of the ‘70s and ‘80s.

STILL STOKED
D O C U M E N T A R Y

FORMAT:  
1x60’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
SUREFIRE F ILM

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/still-stoked/
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When a mysterious virus starts killing all adults, society is left to be 

governed by children living on borrowed time.  

In this dystopian coming-of-age series helmed by acclaimed director 

Shal Ngo, three kids intersect at an abandoned amusement park and 

aim to unite whoever remains. With dangers lurking around every 

corner, will they be able to survive in this hellish Neverland?

THE PARK
FORMATS:  
6x15’  
1x90’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
TOPIC

HORROR N E W  R E L E A S E

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/the-park/


©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

Katie (Kelli O’Hara) is a rich, bored New York housewife who becomes 

involved in a military cover-up when she hears, over the phone, the caller 

murdered.  

She can either do nothing, or help the stranger’s pregnant wife in this 

thrilling series.

THE ACCIDENTAL 
WOLF
Answer the call.

P S YC H O L O G I C A L  T H R I L L E R

FORMAT:  
16x30’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
TOPIC

Written and directed by 
Arian Moayed.

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/the-accidental-wolf/


©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

After her estranged father's death, Yola returns to her small hometown 

in the Eastern Cape. But, is the creaky farmhouse she inherits a blessing 

or a curse? As she's tormented by the spirits of her childhood home, she 

begins to wonder - is she being haunted, or is she losing her mind.  

This psychological thriller is steeped in the supernatural, drawing on 

South Africa myths and legends. Exploring themes such as abuse and 

repression, this tale of a family - and town- with dark secrets hooks its 

audience from scene one, episode one.

DAM
P S YC H O L O G I C A L  T H R I L L E R

FORMAT:  
8x60’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
PICTURE TREE /  
SHOWMAX

Dam has received glowing 
press in South Africa and  
is likened to Sharp Objects 
and The Outsider.

Everything is not as it seems.

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/dam/


©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

For many South Africans, it’s easy to imagine a setting where two 

different worlds exist side by side, and it is almost normal for one 

family to live lavishly while the other is barely able to make ends meet. 

What is a bit more challenging to imagine however, is when an 

unfortunate series of events causes both families to collide in the most 

thrilling way - revealing a complex story of romance, social inequalities 

and prejudices. This is the very premise of Mzansi Magic’s fascinating 

new telenovela, Gomora. 

For those in the know, Gomora is also the nickname of the famous and 

beloved Johannesburg Kasi, Alexandra. The hustle and bustle of the 

township and its colourful flavour is the vibrant home of the series, 

which explores the disparity between lower and upper-class members 

of our country, with the contrast between the two worlds brought to life 

through one of the most innovative filming styles.

GOMORA
T E L E N O V E L A  /  D R A M A

FORMAT:  
226x30’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
M-NET

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/gomora/


©All rights reserved. V291021OMS

It is a family thriller about a woman who loses her children, her lover  

and her freedom when she is framed for fraud committed by her husband 

before his death, only to discover, eight years later (after being in jail), 

while trying to reunite with her son and daughters, that he is still alive. 

She then fights like a LIONESS to prove her innocence, set the record 

straight and get her children back. 

 It is shocking, fast with loads of plot twists that will make you gasp.

LIONESS
Backing down is not in her nature.

C R I M E  D R A M A

FORMAT:  
10x60’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
OCHRE MOVING 
PICTURES /  M-NET

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/lioness/


©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

With startling storylines set in the fast-lane world of investment 

billionaires and a sterling, diverse cast, this new daily is destined to 

become the talk of the town.  

Legacy’s locus of conflict is an upmarket investment empire that was 

established decades ago by Sebastian Price, the patriarch of the super-

wealthy Price family. Now he is a silver fox approaching retirement and it 

is clear that a family member will soon have to take over the reins.  

But who will it be? And, at what cost?  

Sebastian’s bitter ex-wife and ruthless first-born daughter will do 

whatever it takes to ensure that Sebastian's second wife, Dineo, does not 

push her playboy son into the position of CEO. Of course the power 

struggle turns nasty. 

Legacy, a dazzling local telenovela with a steller ensemble cast: 

Kgomotso Christopher, Michelle Botes, Mary-anne Barlow, Anton David 

Jeftha and Deon Lotz embody a family at war with itself.

LEGACY
A witches’ brew of betrayal, secrets, lies, and revenge.

T E L E N O V E L A

FORMAT:  
207x30’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
TSHEDZA /  M-NET

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/legacy/


©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

Two best friends become arch-enemies when one of the swaps her 

dead baby for a live one and uses her best friend to do it. 

Inconceivable is the story of two women who’ve been best friends since 

high school, now at the centre of a group of female friends, all in their 

mid-thirties and facing the first few years of getting pregnant and  

child-rearing while each holding down their demanding jobs.  

In the midst of this friend group is a lingering affair, a struggle with 

infertility, fierce competitiveness, even fiercer love and the abduction of 

a child.

INCONCEIVABLE
How far would you go to protect what you have?

D R A M A

FORMAT:  
13x60’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
ROUSHOUSE /  M-NET

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/inconceivable/


©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

Set in Nairobi, Crime and Justice stars Sarah Hassan (Plan B, Just In 

Time) and Alfred Munyua (Poacher, The First Grader) as Makena and 

Silas, the Nairobi Metropol Poli. The eight-part series follows one 

ripped-from-the-headlines case per episode, all the way through to the 

courtroom verdict. 

In this Kenyan police procedural, detective Silas and Makena safeguard 

the streets of Nairobi. Dealing with all manner of crime, they must learn 

to trust each other’s instincts in the pursuit of justice.

CRIME AND JUSTICE
C R I M E  D R A M A

FORMAT:  
8x60’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
CANAL+ /  SHOWMAX

N E W  R E L E A S E

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/crime-and-justice/
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DRAMA POPPIE NONGENA

Poppie Nongena is a multi-generational legacy piece based on the multi-

award winning novel by South African author Elsa Joubert and tells the 

personal, true life story of a mother’s struggles, love and hope during 

Apartheid when inhumane government regulations separated husbands, 

wives and children.  

The main focus of the film is not Apartheid, Colonialism, Capitalism or 

oppression. It is a character study told from the personal viewpoint and 

daily life of a black South African woman. It is the story of a mother who 

desperately tries to protect her children and her family.

FORMAT:  
FEATURE

PRODUCTION COMPANY:  
HELENA SPRING FILMS VIEW TRAILER

©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

The love for her family had no boundaries.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQXqvfASyBs
https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/poppie-nongena/


DYSTOPIAN /  FAIRYTALE GLASSHOUSE

Confined to their glasshouse, a family survives The Shred, a toxin that 

erases memory. Until the sisters are seduced by a stranger who shatters 

their peace and stirs a past best left buried.

FORMAT:  
FEATURE

PRODUCTION COMPANY:  
CRAVE PICTURES /  SHOWMAX

N E W  R E L E A S E

©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

Oblivion is bliss. 

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/glasshouse/
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He might be a false prophet, but Sri Kumaré has been known to teach 

true enlightenment. In his documentary, the fake guru gained real 

followers, whose lives he changed through his made- up teachings.  

Now Kumare is back with a new series, The Guru Inside You.  

Each episode focuses on a different issue, from loneliness to diet trends, 

with even wilder and funnier teachings. Get real spiritual guidance from 

a false prophet, and have fun in the process. 

THE GURU  
INSIDE YOU

FORMAT:  
4x12 ’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
TOPIC

COMEDY

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/the-guru-inside-you/


©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

When a deadly pandemic spreads across the outskirts of a large US city, 

a group of interconnected people, including a conflicted criminal, a 

disillusioned paramedic, and a grieving mother looking for answers, are 

impacted in different ways.  

While some deal with unfinished business, others struggle to hold onto 

their faith. In the end, all must fight to survive. A thrilling dramatic series 

written and directed by Joe Penna, the acclaimed science-fiction director 

behind Stowaway (Netflix) and Arctic (Bleecker Street).

RELEASE
FORMAT:  
6x12’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
TOPIC

THRILLER /  DRAMA

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/release/


©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

New Orleans lore collides with dark magic in this horror anthology series 

directed by visionaries Coodie & Chike (Kanye West, Netflix’s upcoming 

multi-part documentary on the famed rapper).  

Throughout this affecting and menacing series, Soul City takes viewers 

through the culture and time with supernatural drawings, the sleepless 

nights of an insomniac, and the aftermath of a deal gone horribly wrong.

SOUL CITY
FORMAT:  
3x15’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
TOPIC

HORROR

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/soul-city/
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One day you’re on top of the world… the next, your name is mud.  

From sportspeople to politicians, entertainers to entrepreneurs, hardly a week 

goes by without another high-flying celebrity crashing from penthouse to 

pavement.  

In each episode, we’ll chart the rise and spectacular falls of some of the globe’s 

best known names - Bill Cosby, OJ Simpson, Lance Armstrong, Prince Andrew, 

Tonya Harding, Richard Nixon, Harvey Weinstein and many more. 

FALL FROM GRACE
The riches to rags stories of the best known celebs’ most epic fails.

FA C T U A L  S E R I E S

FORMAT:  
SERIES

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
LUNE MEDIA

©All rights reserved. V061021OMS



In this series we take a look at the way our modern world and today’s technology 

has been shaped by inspiration from nature. We’ll discover how Bullet-Trains 

were modelled on the Kingfisher bird; how prickly burrs led to the invention of 

Velcro; and how the study of bat wings helped Leonardo da Vinci design the 

world’s first flying machine - the Ornithopter.  

In each episode we’ll journey across engineering timelines that include Wind 

Turbines, Solar Panels, Surgical Needles, Wetsuits and the list goes on...

IN NATURE WE TRUST
Inventions inspired by the genius of the natural world.

FA C T U A L  S E R I E S

©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

FORMAT:  
SERIES

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
LUNE MEDIA



This stunning series reveals a global picture of taste, culture, lifestyle, design and 

engineering magnificence.  

Ocean Palaces goes deep inside the challenging, and private world of super-

yachts - their design, their build, their refurbishment and the people who turn 

Billionaires’ dreams into reality.

OCEAN PALACES
The most lavish and bespoke of billionaire’ toys.

FA C T U A L  S E R I E S

FORMAT:  
10x60’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
PHOENIX TELEVISION

©All rights reserved. V061021OMS



From presidents to drug barons, everyone has an underground hideout, and this 

series reveals them all. In White Sulphur Springs, southern West Virginia, within 

the grounds of the USA’s most luxurious resort lies one of the greatest vestiges of 

the Cold War. Buried 720 feet into the hillside, this subterranean bunker, code-

named ‘Project Greek Island’ was commissioned by President Dwight D. 

Eisenhower to house the entire government in the event of nuclear attack.  

But how was it built? What’s down there? How was it maintained in complete 

secrecy for over 30 years? And how was its cover finally blown?

SECRET BUNKERS
Hidden stories.

FA C T U A L  S E R I E S

©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

FORMAT:  
10x60’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
PHOENIX TELEVISION



NSRI: South Africa is a new doc series that gives unprecedented access into the 

workings of the NSRI. The series showcases the skill, bravery and personalities of 

the volunteer search and rescue heroes who risk their lives to save people and 

marine life while battling the elements in South Africa’s often treacherous waters. 

Each 48-minute episode will be a thrilling journey that shifts through the 

emotional highs and lows of the rescue environment across three primary 

storylines.

NSRI
When the ocean wield its power and lives are in peril, help is on the way.

FA C T U A L  S E R I E S

[NATIONAL SEA RESCUE INSTITUTE]
FORMAT:  
PRE-SALE 
12x48’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
PULP F ILMS

©All rights reserved. V061021OMS



The singer, songwriter, actor, author, record producer, humanitarian, husband, father 

and gay icon has been part of our lives since he exploded onto the global stage with 

“Livin’ La Vida Loca” in 1999. 

But, before his worldwide fame there was seven years in boyband ‘Menudo’,  

acting in Mexican and American TV shows as well as solo fame in Mexico, Puerto 

Rico, Argentina and USA. It wasn’t until his first English album in 1999 that his  

(and our) worlds changed forever! 

200 awards, 70 million records sold, a best selling autobiography, a Las Vegas 

residency and collaborations with the likes of Madonna, Christina Aguilera and Janet 

Jackson to name but a few. 

In 2010, after a three-year career break, Ricky Martin came out as gay. He also told 

Oprah he was in a gay relationship. 

In 2016 he, and Jwan Yosef - a Swedish-Syrian painter - announced their engagement 

on The Ellen DeGeneres Show.  

They married in 2018 and have four children together. The Ricky Martin Foundation 

continues to support children around the world - most recently through Covid-19 – 

and Ricky is personally involved.

RICKY MARTIN: 
LIFE OF A LEGEND

D O C U M E N T A R Y

©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

FORMAT:  
1x60’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
PHOENIX TELEVISION

The story of the man who brought Latin music to the whole world. 
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TRUE COLOURS
FA C T U A L  E N T E R T A I N M E N T

FORMAT:  
UNSCRIPTED

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
NEXICO

In the emotional and entertaining reality show True Colours, twelve 

people with different disabilities get the chance of a lifetime - to attend 

an art school led by one of Sweden’s most renowned painters, Lars 

Lerin.  

All the students have autism or Down Syndrome. They spend two life-

changing months together, and try their hands at everything from 

painting and sculpting to photography and graphic design.  

Produced with a documentary-style storytelling, True Colours is as 

inclusive and warm as shows like The Choir and School for Stammerers.  

Not only do the students grow creatively, but also as human beings.  

They share touching stories about living with disabilities - and find a new 

sense of self-worth, joy and hope through the art school, under the ever 

compassionate leadership of their teacher. 

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/true-colours/


©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

Polar opposite talents, polar opposite people and polar opposite worlds, 

but all with one thing in common; the love of music. With talent, just like 

people, coming in all forms, shapes and sizes, we see what happens 

when we mix the vast and the varied. How often does the third time 

winning under-21 UK pianist ever come across the 17-year-old backstreet 

beat-boxer on their way to their weekly recital? 

When will you see one of the many notorious rap-duos from the back 

streets of Brixton share a music stand with a solo a capella artist? Are 

there ever gig-tickets that let you enter a barber shop quartet concert 

supported by a rock band?

MIX AND MASH
FA C T U A L  E N T E R T A I N M E N T

FORMAT:  
UNSCRIPTED

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
LOTTIE  NAUGHTON

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/mix-and-mash/


©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

Our host not only meets and greets the top music artists around, but 

confronts them with some of their biggest covers gone viral…  

Each week our presenter sits on the couch and grills, jokes and chats 

with their guest(s) on everything past, present and whats to come.  

They are some of the UK’s biggest stars, but also our host’s best 

friends, so there are no boundaries, no formalities, just fun. 

But it’s not all bragging and banter, as our host ambushes the chat with 

hugely trending viral clips. But these aren’t any old clips. 

They have scoured the internet to find their guests’ biggest fans who 

have covered, in whole range of ways, their hits. Some are rather good, 

in fact so good our guest gets a tad nervous… others are unique, bizarre 

and unthinkably creative.

VIRAL VERSIONS
E N T E R T A I N M E N T

FORMAT:  
UNSCRIPTED

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
LOTTIE  NAUGHTON

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/viral-versions/


©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

Mom vs Matchmaker sees celebrity matchmaker Carmelia Ray face off 

against a fierce and fiery mom in each episode, in a bid to see who can 

find the best date for the mom’s son or daughter.  

Highly competitive, the cupids make their choices from a pool of 

contenders and then put their candidates through a ‘woo camp’, 

training them on all the essentials to help romance to blossom - 

everything from wardrobe, to physical contact, culture and manners.  

The offspring then takes the matchmaker’s and their mom’s contenders 

on sizzling dates and reveals at the end which one most got sparks 

flying.

MOM VS 
MATCHMAKER

L I F E S T Y L E :  DAT I N G

FORMAT:  
40x30’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
GO BUTTON

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/mom-vs-matchmaker/
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It is a family thriller about a woman who loses her children, her lover  

and her freedom when she is framed for fraud committed by her husband 

before his death, only to discover, eight years later (after being in jail), 

while trying to reunite with her son and daughters, that he is still alive. 

She then fights like a LIONESS to prove her innocence, set the record 

straight and get her children back. 

 It is shocking, fast with loads of plot twists that will make you gasp.

LIONESS
Backing down is not in her nature.

C R I M E  D R A M A

FORMAT:  
10x60’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
OCHRE MOVING 
PICTURES /  M-NET

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/lioness/


©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

Two best friends become arch-enemies when one of the swaps her 

dead baby for a live one and uses her best friend to do it. 

Inconceivable is the story of two women who’ve been best friends since 

high school, now at the centre of a group of female friends, all in their 

mid-thirties and facing the first few years of getting pregnant and  

child-rearing while each holding down their demanding jobs.  

In the midst of this friend group is a lingering affair, a struggle with 

infertility, fierce competitiveness, even fiercer love and the abduction of 

a child.

INCONCEIVABLE
How far would you go to protect what you have?

D R A M A

FORMAT:  
13x60’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
ROUSHOUSE /  M-NET

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/inconceivable/


©All rights reserved. V061021OMS

With startling storylines set in the fast-lane world of investment 

billionaires and a sterling, diverse cast, this new daily is destined to 

become the talk of the town.  

Legacy’s locus of conflict is an upmarket investment empire that was 

established decades ago by Sebastian Price, the patriarch of the super-

wealthy Price family. Now he is a silver fox approaching retirement and it 

is clear that a family member will soon have to take over the reins.  

But who will it be? And, at what cost?  

Sebastian’s bitter ex-wife and ruthless first-born daughter will do 

whatever it takes to ensure that Sebastian's second wife, Dineo, does not 

push her playboy son into the position of CEO. Of course the power 

struggle turns nasty. 

Legacy, a dazzling local telenovela with a steller ensemble cast: 

Kgomotso Christopher, Michelle Botes, Mary-anne Barlow, Anton David 

Jeftha and Deon Lotz embody a family at war with itself.

LEGACY
A witches’ brew of betrayal, secrets, lies, and revenge.

T E L E N O V E L A

FORMAT:  
207x30’

PRODUCTION 
COMPANY:  
TSHEDZA /  M-NET

https://arrestedindustries.com/catalogue/legacy/


TEAM

LONDON

JOANNA ROWLEY 
SVP SALES:  UK,  As ia ,  Austral ia ,  New Zealand & Nordics  
Direct :  +44 (0)7540-049-209 

joanna@arrestedindustr ies .com

CAROLINE HURMSON 
SVP SALES:  Eastern Europe,  CIS ,  Turkey Greece & Israel  
Direct :  +44 (0)7850-924-709 

carol ine@arrestedindustr ies .com

METTE KANNE-BEHRENDSEN 
SVP ACQUISITIONS:  Global  
Direct :  +44 (0)7786-517-637 

mette@arrestedindustr ies .com

MERRILY ROSS 
CO-CEO /  HEAD OF NON-SCRIPTED 
Direct :  +44 (0)7855-468-222 

merr i ly@arrestedindustr ies .com

BOSTON
JUDY LEVENSON 
SVP SALES:  North  America  
Direct :  +01  (0)917-841-8376 

judy@arrestedindustr ies .com

PARIS
ANNE RODER-BOTBOL 
SVP SALES:  German & French speaking Europe,  Benelux & I ta ly  
Direct :  +33 (0)665-608-817  

anne@arrestedindustr ies .com 

MADRID
CHARO PENEDO 
SVP SALES:  Iber ia  & Lat in  America  
Direct :  +34 (0)647-666-378 

charo@arrestedindustr ies .com 

©All rights reserved. V291021OMS

LOS ANGELES
ANTHONY KIMBLE 
FOUNDER /  CO-CEO /  HEAD OF SCRIPTED 
Direct :  +44 (0)7974-686-134 

anthony@arrestedindustr ies .com

NINA BARETA 
Operat ions Manager  
Direct :  +44 (0)7540-049-21 1  

n ina@arrestedindustr ies .com
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